ABSTRACT
Social learning has confirmed its value in enhancing the learning outcomes across a wide spectrum. To support social learning, a visual approach is a common technique to represent and organize multiple students’ data in an informative way. This paper presents a design of comparative social visualization for E-learning, which encourages information discovery and social comparisons. Classroom studies confirmed the motivational impact of personalized social guidance provided by the visualization in the target context. The visualization encouraged students to do some work ahead of the course schedule. Moreover, class leaders provided an implicit social guidance for the rest of the class and successfully led the way to discover the most relevant resources creating good trails for the rest of the class. We summarized the evidence of students’ engagement and performance through the social visualization interface.
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H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): Miscellaneous.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of educational resources is now made available on the Web to support both regular classroom learning and online learning. However, the abundance of available content produced at least two problems: how to help students to find the most appropriate resources and how to engage them into using these resources and benefit from them. Personalized and social learning has been suggested as potential ways to address these problems. To solve these problems, the modern E-Learning technologies rely strongly on the user interfaces to facilitate the interactions and provide a better-personalized environment. The interactivity between the student and the interface in an E-Learning system has been considered as one of the most important aspects on improving the quality of education [1]. For instance, a poor interface design in education may impair students’ motivation as well as their performance [2]. On the other hand, a good E-Learning system interface can increase the learners’ motivation by providing them with controls and awareness, digesting complex concepts and staying interested in the subject [3-5]. Over the last 10 years, a number of advanced visual interfaces for E-learning were developed and evaluated. Among others, two kinds of visual interfaces emerged as successful in increasing student engagement and learning. Social visualization interfaces [5-7] made E-Learning process social, increased social interaction and competition among students. Open student modeling interfaces [8-10] improved self-reflection and motivation to learn [8-10]. Our work presented in this paper attempts to combine the ideas of open student modeling and social learning. Our challenge is to discover an effective visual approach to help students to find the most relevant resources in a large collection of parameterized self-assessment questions for programming.

To address this challenge, we developed a social comparative visualization that allows students to observe and reflect their learning process and performance along with the progress of their peers. It is known that visual approaches for open student modeling provide students with an easy-to-grasp and holistic view of their progress [8-10]. However, most of the research in this area focuses on an individual student representation and ignores the social aspects of learning. Literature has also shown
that students have a range of preferences of presentations to view their own knowledge [11]. Therefore, in our system Progressor presented in this paper we explored a specific combination of these two approaches - a social visualization based on open student models, which allows presenting multiple peer models to support self-reflection, social learning, and personalized access to a collection of programming problems.

We conducted a semester long classroom study and confirmed the motivational impact of personalized social guidance provided by the social visualization in the target context. The interface encouraged students to do some work ahead of the course schedule. A deeper analysis of the social guidance mechanism revealed that the top students (that provided an implicit social guidance for the rest of the class) successfully led the way to discover the most relevant resources creating good trails for the rest of the class. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a short literature review, we describe the interface design rationale and underlying features of Progressor. A study design and evaluation results of Progressor is reported in Section 4. Finally, we summarize this work and discuss potential future work.

2. BACKGROUND

To support social learning, a visual approach is a common technique to represent or organize multiple students’ data in an informative way. For instance, social navigation is a technique that attempts to support a known social phenomenon where people tend to follow the “footprints” of other people [12, 13]. The educational value has been confirmed in several studies [14, 15]. It is common to show learners average values of the group model in providing social visualization in E-Learning, e.g., average knowledge status of the group in a given topic. Open group modeling enables students to compare and understand their own states. Such group models have been used to support collaboration between learners among the same group, and to foster competition in a group of learners [5]. The studies [5-7] showed that the social visualization increases social interaction among students, encourages competition, and gives students the opportunity to build trust in others and in the group. According to social comparison theory [16], people tend to compare their achievements and performance with people who they think are similar to them in some way. Depending on the comparison targets (lateral, downward and upward comparison), the motives of self-evaluation, self-enhancement, and self-improvement drive one to compare him/herself to others. [17, 18] summarized that upward comparisons in the classroom often lead to better performances, decreased social loafing and increased productivity by inducing the social comparison with a graphical feedback tool.

3. PROGRESSOR

Progressor is a visual interface for open student modeling and social learning. It provides students with a holistic and easy-to-grasp view on their progress and allows relating it to the progress of other students in the class. The system integrates two earlier projects, namely the QuizJET system [19] for the authoring and delivery of parameterized questions for the Java Programming Language and the IntrospectiveViews [20] visualization of semantic user models. The predecessor of Progressor was introduced in [21] as Parallel IntrospectiveViews.

Progressor offers visualization of student progress on QuizJET questions of an Object-Oriented Programming course. All questions are parameterized, i.e., they include a random parameter, which QuizJET instantiates when the question is delivered to a student. As a result, the student can attempt to answer the same question multiple times with different values of the parameter, which helps to achieve the mastery level.

![Figure 1. Progressor. The circular sectors represent the lectures and the annular sectors represent the topics of individual lectures. The shades of the sectors indicate whether the topic has been covered and for the covered ones, denote the progress the student has made. The left pane displays progress charts of peers. Color screenshots available at: http://www.minervaportals.de/research/introspective-views/](image)

The visualization (Fig.1) displays the student’s progress as a pie chart consisting of circular sectors representing the class lectures. The lectures are displayed in a clockwise order denoting their prerequisite sequence, i.e., the order they are taught in class. Lectures may consist of one or several topics, which are represented as annular sectors placed within the circular sector of the corresponding lecture. The shade of each annular sector denotes whether the topic has been covered and, for the covered ones, indicates the progress the student has made with respect to the topic. The sectors painted light grey represent the topics that have not been covered yet, whereas the sectors painted a shade from the color range red to green represent the sectors that have been already covered. For the covered topics, the interface displays the student progress, i.e., the ratio of successfully completed quizzes to the total quiz count in the topic. If the ratio equals 0, i.e., no quiz has been successfully completed, the sector is painted red. If it equals 1, i.e., all quizzes have been completed, the sector appears green. The shades in the range between red and green denote partial completion of the quizzes.

![Figure 2. The links to quizzes of the selected topic.](image)

By clicking a sector, the interface will display the contents of the corresponding topic, i.e., the list of questions for the topic (Fig. 2). For each question, the interface provides a visual cue...
indicating the student’s progress and displays the total number of attempts the student has made on the quiz and the number of successful attempts. By clicking a quiz label the interface will display the quiz in a new window.

The interface enables students to compare their progress to the progress of their peers, which we believe could be a strong motivating factor to progress. According to social comparison theory, there are three motives namely, self-evaluation, self-enhancement, and self-improvement, which depend on the comparison targets [16]. To check this hypothesis we introduced in progress Progressor a feature of ranking students by progress.

On the right pane (Fig. 1), the interface shows a sortable list of pie chart thumbnails representing progress of other students in the class. These charts provide an immediate overview of the peers’ performance. We hypothesized that the exposure of peer models will have two layers of effects. First, it will support students’ information discovery. Second, it will lead to useful social phenomenon such as feelings of obligations and peer pressure, which result in higher participation in return. Apart from sorting students by name and model access, the user can sort peers’ models by overall progress and by progress in a certain topic. By choosing the option for sorting by progress, the interface will sort the models from the highest to the lowest progress. Also, it will display the models of the three students with the highest progress on the top. We believe that by displaying the progress of top students in such a manner can make the rest of the class eager to catch up with them. The design rationale is aligned with years of social comparison studies’ results where the upward comparisons in the classroom often lead to better performances [18]. The sorted list rudimentarily contains the thumbnail of the user’s own progress, which allows determining his/her ranking in the class with respect to either the overall progress or the progress in a selected topic. Also, the list contains a thumbnail with the average progress of the entire class. We believe that such a way for relating the student’s own progress to the progress of other individual students and the class on average can be a strong motivating factor for completing quizzes in a timely manner and achieving better scores.

In addition to the preview of peers’ progress shown as thumbnails, the user can obtain a detailed view on the progress of an individual peer. By clicking the thumbnail of a certain student, the interface will turn into the one-to-one comparison mode (Fig. 3). In this mode, the user can obtain detailed information about the peer’s progress, including the information about the progress on individual quizzes.

To compensate for the increased peer visibility, Progressor adds privacy management functionality. The user can grant and discontinue access to his/her progress data for each peer individually. The pie charts of the closed models are shaded in dark grey. The interface allows sending requests for access to models of other peers. The privacy settings for each peer are displayed on the peer’s thumbnail as two arrows: the left arrow indicates the peer’s access to the user’s data and the right arrow indicates the user’s access to the peer’s data. The arrows may be in one of the three shades: green – access granted, red – no access, yellow – access requested. By clicking an arrow, the user can change the access status for each peer individually, e.g., by clicking the left arrow the user can grant and discontinue the peer’s access to the own model. In such a way the user should be able to quickly define the desired progress visibility settings.

4. EVALUATION

To evaluate the social visualization interface for learning, we designed a classroom study. The study was conducted in an undergraduate Object-Oriented Programming course in the 2011 Fall semester in School of Information Sciences, University of Pittsburgh. Progressor was introduced to the class at the beginning of the course and served as the non-mandatory course tool over the complete semester period. All student activity with Progressor was recorded, including the interactions with the visualization and the interactions with the content (self-assessment quizzes). Pre- and post-tests were administered at the beginning and the end of the semester for measuring the students’ learning gain.

4.1 Experimental Design and Setup

To investigate the additional effects of privacy in a social visualization system, students were randomly assigned into two groups with different initial privacy settings. Students of Group started with the privacy settings that made their progress visible to all peers (all students could view the details of their models; we called it an Open group). Students of Group 2 was started with the privacy setting that made their progress invisible (all students could not viewed any details of their models; we called it a Closed group). Students acknowledged that they were allowed to change their visibility settings from Open to Closed, Closed to Open at any given time. Table 1 summarizes the groups and number of users. Accounts were created for 48 students enrolled in the course, 24 for each visibility setup group. Note that the use of the system was not a course requirement. As a result, 22 students did not use Progressor at all (Group A). Among the remaining 36 students, 11 students interacted solely with Progressor social visualization component and did not work with the content at all (Group B). Group C represents the students who worked with the self-assessment quizzes and also interacted with the social features. Over the course duration, 15 out of 48 students dropped the course, 6 from Group A, 6 from Group B, and 3 from Group C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. No interactions</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Visualization</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Visualization + Content</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The Use of Social Visualization

The first question of our study was whether the social visualization interface was interesting and meaningful for the
students. Note that in its essence, social visualization was an interface to access self-assessment questions. If the visualization itself was not interesting and useful, we should expect that the students communicated with visualization very little focusing instead on the work with the quizzes. However, the log data demonstrated exactly the opposite. Most remarkable is the very existence of the group B. As mentioned above, 11 students forming Group B used the system solely to explore the progress of their peers contributing 18.67% of all visualization interactions. The use of the social visualization features, was, however, even higher in the group C that contributed the remaining 81.33% of interactions with the visualization part. An interesting observation was that those who had their work visible to the class interacted with the system more actively. We aggregated the interactions among Group B & Group C and we found that there was 60.24% of total usage from the Open group and 39.76% from the Closed group. Such results backed up our general assumption that increasing the exposure has impacts on the participation. Table 2 summarized the usage of social features for Open and Closed groups.

### Table 2. Summary of social features usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Privacy change</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer comparison</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 The Impact of Social Visualization

To assess the impact of the social visualization we compared the student work with self-assessment quizzes through Progressor (Tab. 3) with another comparable class: a class that accessed self-assessment quizzes using a traditional course portal called QuizJET. The designs and effects of using QuizJET is reported in [19]. The studies of QuizJET were performed in the context of the same course with a comparable student cohort thus the main difference between the groups was the availability of the social visualization interface.

We expected to discover several effects of social visualization. First, we expected that visibility of other students’ progress will encourage students who used Progressor to work more with the quizzes. Second, we hoped that the visibility of past students’ success shown by Progressor will provide an effective social guidance, i.e., focus students’ attention on most appropriate quizzes to try – not those that are still too complicated to the class level, neither those that are too simple and useless for learning. Note that students who used the baseline QuizJET system had no social guidance – for them all questions looked equally good to try. We also expected that the ability to focus on more appropriate quizzes will result in a better learning outcome.

### Table 3. Summary of content interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>QuizJET</th>
<th>Progressor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Attempt</td>
<td>80.81±22.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>Success Rate</td>
<td>42.63%±1.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistic</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>3.75±0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test score (M±SE)</td>
<td>9.56±1.29</td>
<td>3.54±0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test score (M±SE)</td>
<td>17.12±0.86</td>
<td>12.38±1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized Knowledge Gain</td>
<td>0.36±0.05</td>
<td>0.56±0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to a relatively small number of students who actively worked with quizzes, we were not able to fully confirm our first hypothesis, however. As Table 3 shows, students in Progressor group who had access to social visualization, indeed, worked with the quizzes considerably more than students in the QuizJET group. However, this difference was not significant.

#### 4.3.1 Social guidance effect

To assess the social guidance effect, we examined student success rate (a ratio of correct solutions to total attempts). A low success rate would indicate that students frequently accessed questions that are too hard for their current level of knowledge. A high, but not 100% success rate would indicate that students were guided to questions of optimal difficulty. As Table 3 shows, students managed to achieve significantly higher success rate, t(19)=2.86, p<.01, d=1.31. Levene’s test indicated unequal variances (F=65.938, p<.01), so the degrees of freedom were adjusted from 26 to 19. Such results (no significant more of work with the growth of the success rate) demonstrates the effectiveness of the social guidance which guided the students to the questions that they are ready to handle.
than orange ones outside the lecture streams).

4.3.2 Social learning effect
To evaluate the impacts of the social visualization interface on student learning, we measured the differences between pre- and post-tests. We found that the students achieved a significant knowledge growth as measured by pre- and post-test scores for both QuizJET and Progressor, t(15) = 6.108, p < .01, t(11) = 5.348, p < .01. Due to the group that used Progressor being particularly weak, potentially it had bigger room to improve. Therefore, in order to have a fair comparison between groups, we calculated the normalized knowledge gain. An independent sample T-Test was performed to examine the normalized knowledge gain between the different interfaces (QuizJET and Progressor). We found that student obtained significant normalized knowledge gain by working on the self-assessment questions through Progressor ($M = 0.56$, $SE = 0.06$) than QuizJET ($M = 0.36$, $SE = 0.05$), t(26) = 2.181, p < .05, d = 0.85. It should be noted that all three studies were performed in a non-controlled classroom context where the systems were used as just supplementary course tools. The students were able to learn the subject by many ways besides the self-assessment questions from the systems.

5. SUMMARY
In this paper we introduced an innovative social comparative visualization for E-learning. The visualization was implemented in the Progressor system and explored in a semester-long classroom study that was also presented in the paper. We observed the impact of social visualization: when students are enabled to compare their own progress with their peers they work and they tend to follow the traces left by the most advanced peers beyond the topics covered each week in the class. The classroom study confirmed the motivational impact of personalized social guidance provided by the visualization in the context programming language learning. The visualization encouraged students to work more and supported them in achieving a higher success rate. Moreover, class leaders provided an implicit social guidance for the rest of the class and successfully led the way to discover most relevant resources creating good trails for the rest of the class.
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